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   Interview of Ginette Lafleur, Quebec, Canada


HOW I BECAME BISHNOI

Vikas - For how many years are you Bishnoi ?

Ginette- I adopted this way of living, Bishnoi four 
years ago.

Vikas - Are you Bishnoi?

Ginette - Yes, I am bishnoi by my works and act, not 
by birth and I am very proud on it.

Vikas - Where did you hear about the Bishnoi?

Ginette - I am a teacher. I told my student to write 
about their country of origin. A little girl from India 
asked me to help her find the name of a tree that grows 
in India. We were on internet and I saw "Bishnoism is 
an environmentalist religion.” I wrote the name down 
not to forget it. Later, I read everything I could find.

Vikas - What did you read?

Ginette - I read the 29 commandments and the true 
story of the 363 Bishnoi that sacrificed their lives 
while protecting the trees that some people wanted to 
cut down. I read that men and women were equal. I 
also read that Bishnoism is a monotheist religion.

Vikas - Do you follow the 29 commandments?

Ginette - Yes I do. I do not drink alcohol, smoke or take 
drugs. I am vegetarian, I do not eat meat, poultry or 
fish. Every year, I plant one tree or more. I do not cut 
down healthy trees. I respect animals and insects. I 
drink purified water. Every day I feed about 15 homeless 
cats outside. A friend built a little shack that is heated 
in the winter for them. I also have my 6 cats in my house 
to feed. Many were unwanted or abandoned, etc.

Vikas - Do you do hawan pray etc.?

Ginette - Absolutely, I just make a fire and pray every 
day. Reciting "Om Vishnu-Om Vishnu" as you taught 
me earlier about this.

Vikas - Do you have any difficulties in following the 29 
commandments?

Ginette - No. The only difficulties I have are that I am 
alone in Montreal and do not have literature. I would 
like to pray in a temple with people from the Bishnoi 
community. I have about 150 friends Bishnoi on 
Internet! They have been great teachers. They always 
answer all my questions on Bishnoism.

Vikas - Now you have online Literature Library, 

bishnoisect.com, Do you 
think this is beneficial for 
people like you?

Ginette - Yes absolutely, It 
c o n t a i n s  a l m o s t  a l l 
literature that I can count 
on to give me detailed 
information about Bishnoi 
way of life, its origin and 
the different principles. 
Without i t  I  would be 
certainly a bit confused. I 
also like to follow what is happening in India with my 
Bishnoi Community.

Vikas - What were your first thoughts when you heard 
about "Bishnois environmentalist"?

Ginette - Firstly, I could not believe it. Religion usually 
never speaks about respect for all living creatures. I 
thought it was fabulous. Later I understood that the 
Bishnoi had survived in the desert because of their 
closeness with nature and that it was the only way to 
save our planet.

Vikas - Did you do Amavasya Fast also?

Ginette - No. I learn about it a few days ago from you. 
On last Amavasya, unfortunately I had to go on a little 
trip that was planned before and I couldn't fast. But I 
will fast every month starting from next month.

Vikas - Like 363 peoples who sacrificed their lives for 
trees and many other for trees and animals, if same 
situation occurs in front of you, will you save the trees 
or wild animals?

Ginette - I would surely hug trees or stay in front of the 
animals that God placed on my road to feed and 
protect. Fortunately, we are not in those years that I 
would have to give up my life.

Vikas - Thank you Ginette Ji, A Great Interview with 
you. Navan Parnam

Ginette - Jambho Ji ne Vishnu ne, I thank you.

- Vikas Bishnoi, Director

Mob.: 917015184834,+919466758300

admin@bishnoisect.com, bishnoisect.com
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   Interview of Ginette Lafleur, Quebec, Canada


HOW I BECAME BISHNOI

Vikas - For how many years are you Bishnoi ?

Ginette- I adopted this way of living, Bishnoi four 
years ago.

Vikas - Are you Bishnoi?

Ginette - Yes, I am bishnoi by my works and act, not 
by birth and I am very proud on it.

Vikas - Where did you hear about the Bishnoi?

Ginette - I am a teacher. I told my student to write 
about their country of origin. A little girl from India 
asked me to help her find the name of a tree that grows 
in India. We were on internet and I saw "Bishnoism is 
an environmentalist religion.” I wrote the name down 
not to forget it. Later, I read everything I could find.

Vikas - What did you read?

Ginette - I read the 29 commandments and the true 
story of the 363 Bishnoi that sacrificed their lives 
while protecting the trees that some people wanted to 
cut down. I read that men and women were equal. I 
also read that Bishnoism is a monotheist religion.

Vikas - Do you follow the 29 commandments?

Ginette - Yes I do. I do not drink alcohol, smoke or take 
drugs. I am vegetarian, I do not eat meat, poultry or 
fish. Every year, I plant one tree or more. I do not cut 
down healthy trees. I respect animals and insects. I 
drink purified water. Every day I feed about 15 homeless 
cats outside. A friend built a little shack that is heated 
in the winter for them. I also have my 6 cats in my house 
to feed. Many were unwanted or abandoned, etc.

Vikas - Do you do hawan pray etc.?

Ginette - Absolutely, I just make a fire and pray every 
day. Reciting "Om Vishnu-Om Vishnu" as you taught 
me earlier about this.

Vikas - Do you have any difficulties in following the 29 
commandments?

Ginette - No. The only difficulties I have are that I am 
alone in Montreal and do not have literature. I would 
like to pray in a temple with people from the Bishnoi 
community. I have about 150 friends Bishnoi on 
Internet! They have been great teachers. They always 
answer all my questions on Bishnoism.

Vikas - Now you have online Literature Library, 

bishnoisect.com, Do you 
think this is beneficial for 
people like you?

Ginette - Yes absolutely, It 
c o n t a i n s  a l m o s t  a l l 
literature that I can count 
on to give me detailed 
information about Bishnoi 
way of life, its origin and 
the different principles. 
Without i t  I  would be 
certainly a bit confused. I 
also like to follow what is happening in India with my 
Bishnoi Community.

Vikas - What were your first thoughts when you heard 
about "Bishnois environmentalist"?

Ginette - Firstly, I could not believe it. Religion usually 
never speaks about respect for all living creatures. I 
thought it was fabulous. Later I understood that the 
Bishnoi had survived in the desert because of their 
closeness with nature and that it was the only way to 
save our planet.

Vikas - Did you do Amavasya Fast also?

Ginette - No. I learn about it a few days ago from you. 
On last Amavasya, unfortunately I had to go on a little 
trip that was planned before and I couldn't fast. But I 
will fast every month starting from next month.

Vikas - Like 363 peoples who sacrificed their lives for 
trees and many other for trees and animals, if same 
situation occurs in front of you, will you save the trees 
or wild animals?

Ginette - I would surely hug trees or stay in front of the 
animals that God placed on my road to feed and 
protect. Fortunately, we are not in those years that I 
would have to give up my life.

Vikas - Thank you Ginette Ji, A Great Interview with 
you. Navan Parnam

Ginette - Jambho Ji ne Vishnu ne, I thank you.

- Vikas Bishnoi, Director

Mob.: 917015184834,+919466758300

admin@bishnoisect.com, bishnoisect.com
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Jawahar�Nagar,�Hisar-125001�(Haryana)
8168758606,�8607918253,�9812108255& gurujambheshwar029@gmail.com

u  Smart Classes
Transport Servicesu  
R.O. Water-Coolersu  
Well Established Libraryu  
High Quality Teaching Methodsu  
Nature Friendly Campusu  
Clean Washroomsu  
Well Furnished & Spacious Classroomsu  
Modern Laboratory Systemu  
Whole Campus Fitted with CCTV Camerasu  

Facilities
ADMISSION OPEN

Nur. to 10+1 (Science, Commerce, Arts)


